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Abstract 19 

Previous work had shown that, in some Staphylococcus aureus strains, low 20 

concentrations of the virulent phage vB_SauM_phiIPLA-RODI (phiIPLA-RODI) 21 

promoted the formation of DNA-rich biofilms, whose cells exhibited significant 22 

transcriptional differences compared to an uninfected control. This study aimed to 23 

dissect the sequence of events leading to these changes. Analysis of phage propagation 24 

throughout biofilm development revealed that the number of phage particles increased 25 

steadily up to a certain point and then declined. This partial phage inactivation seemed 26 

to be a consequence of medium acidification due to glucose fermentation by the 27 

bacterium. Computer simulation of phage-host dynamics during biofilm development 28 

showed how even small differences in pH evolution can affect the outcome of phage 29 

infection. An acidic pH, together with successful phage propagation, was also necessary 30 

to observe the phage-associated changes in biofilm architecture and in the 31 

transcriptional profile of the bacterial population. Altogether, this study shows how the 32 

dynamics between phage and host can be tightly coordinated through an environmental 33 

cue, even in the context of a complex biofilm population.  34 

  35 
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Introduction 36 

As highly specialized predators, bacteriophages need to coexist with their bacterial 37 

hosts. Indeed, prey extinction would unavoidably lead to disappearance of the viral 38 

population. Temperate phages avoid this by integrating into the host chromosome at a 39 

frequency that depends on the environmental conditions (1). It is not so clear, however, 40 

how virulent phages, i.e. those that only follow the lytic cycle, achieve coexistence. 41 

Some authors have explored “Red Queen” models of a co-evolutionary arms race (2), or 42 

fluctuating selection dynamics (FSD) (3), two strategies that may alternate depending 43 

on the environmental conditions (4, 5). In the first model, phage infectivity and bacterial 44 

resistance increase over time up to a certain point, while FSD reflects the existence of a 45 

fluctuation in the resistance and infectivity phenotypes. In some environments, 46 

however, the phenomenon of local adaptation seems indicative of a higher selective 47 

pressure on the phage population to become more infective than on the bacterial 48 

population to acquire resistance (6). Another explanation of phage-host coexistence 49 

would be the likelier selection of phages that are “mediocre killers” compared to more 50 

efficient phage variants that would rapidly die off after eradicating their host (7). This 51 

reduced virulence may be achieved through the evolution of various phage life traits 52 

(e.g. reduced adsorption, delayed lysis, etc).  Another potential factor is spatial 53 

heterogeneity, as is observed in soil and biofilms, which might slow down phage 54 

propagation and favor the evolution of more “cautious” infection strategies (e.g. 55 

mediocre killers, vertical transmission, etc.), as well as favor low interaction rates 56 

between phage and bacteria (8). A recent study has found that spatial heterogeneity also 57 

plays a role in bacterial communities living in the mammalian gut (9). A further 58 

possibility for coexistence is related to the phenomenon of phenotypic resistance (10, 59 

11). Nonetheless, there may be additional factors influencing the balance between phage 60 
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propagation and decay that may ultimately lead to co-survival, perhaps in coordination 61 

with bacterial growth. For instance, propagation rates vary according to the metabolic 62 

state of the host, which is, in turn, dependent on nutrient availability (12, 13). 63 

Additionally, production of certain bacterial metabolites at certain growth stages might, 64 

as a collateral effect, contribute to phage inactivation if they have a deleterious impact 65 

on phage particle stability (14). Understanding the nature of such interactions would 66 

help us acquire a more realistic view of phage-host dynamics, and might provide some 67 

clues regarding the potential effect of releasing bacteriophages into the environment for 68 

therapeutic purposes. 69 

Biofilms are the most widespread microbial lifestyle outside microbiology laboratories. 70 

As a result, most interactions between bacteria and bacteriophages will likely take place 71 

within these complex structured communities. Furthermore, there are multiple examples 72 

in which phages affect biofilm development (15). For instance, prophages in 73 

Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 enhance matrix accumulation by releasing extracellular 74 

DNA (16). Other temperate phages, however, participate by triggering biofilm dispersal 75 

(17, 18) or structural development (19). There are also some examples involving 76 

virulent phages at low concentrations. Although research regarding this phenomenon 77 

remains scarce, we do know that its underlying mechanisms are diverse and depend on 78 

the specific phage-host pair. Indeed, a study reported that phage predation resulted in 79 

enhanced biomass in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Salmonella enterica and 80 

Staphylococcus aureus (20). In the first example, this phenotype was due to the 81 

selection of strong biofilm-forming mutants, while non-evolutionary mechanisms lay 82 

behind the increase observed in the latter two species. Additionally, Tan et al. (21) 83 

determined that phage KVP40 promoted cell aggregation in Vibrio anguillarum PF430-84 

3, whereas infection of strain BA35 by phage ΦH20 decreased the attached biomass. 85 
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Previously, we observed that low-level predation by phage phiIPLA-RODI resulted in 86 

increased adhered biomass in S. aureus IPLA1 due to extracellular DNA (eDNA) 87 

accumulation in late stages of biofilm development (22). Also, cells in the infected 88 

biofilms remained susceptible to the phage and displayed major transcriptional changes 89 

compared to uninfected biofilms. Indeed, 1063 genes exhibited differential regulation, 90 

including 76 genes that suggested an activation of the stringent response. This response 91 

is activated by the alarmone (p)ppGpp under different stress conditions, including 92 

amino acid starvation, carbon source starvation, depletion of fatty acids and osmotic 93 

stress. The stringent response is known to play a role in different phenotypes such as 94 

entry into the stationary phase, biofilm development, virulence, and even antibiotic 95 

tolerance (23, 24, 25, 26). Here, we set out to unravel the mechanisms behind the 96 

changes in biofilm architecture and transcriptional profile associated to phage pressure.  97 

Materials and Methods 98 

Bacterial strains, bacteriophages and culture conditions  99 

All bacterial strains used are shown in Table 1. S. aureus cultures were routinely grown 100 

in TSB (Tryptic Soy Broth, Scharlau, Barcelona, Spain) with shaking or on Baird-101 

Parker agar plates (AppliChem, Germany) at 37ºC. Phage phiIPLA-RODI was 102 

propagated on S. aureus IPLA 1 as previously described (27). Phage titer was 103 

determined by using the double-layer technique using S. aureus IPLA 1 as a host strain 104 

(28). To assess the stability of phiIPLA-RODI particles at different pH values, a phage 105 

suspension was diluted in TSB adjusted by adding 0.1 N HCl to a pH of 7, 6, 5, 4.75 or 106 

4.5 at a final titer of 1 × 108 PFU/ml and incubated for 2 hours at 37 ºC. These phage 107 

suspensions were then titrated as indicated above. 108 

Biofilm formation assays  109 
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Biofilms were developed in 12-well microtiter plates (Thermo Scientific, NUNC, 110 

Madrid, Spain) as previously described (22). Briefly, cell suspensions containing 106 111 

CFU/ml were prepared by diluting overnight cultures in fresh medium. Depending on 112 

the experiment, the medium used was TSB (TSB-7), TSB supplemented with 0.25% 113 

glucose (TSBG) or TSB adjusted at a pH of 6 (TSB-6). Each well was inoculated with 1 114 

ml from this suspension and 1 ml of fresh medium containing different phage titers. 115 

These plates were incubated at 37ºC for 3, 5, 7, 9 or 24 hours. Following incubation, the 116 

planktonic phase was removed and serially diluted to determine viable cell counts and 117 

free phage titer. Additionally, the pH of the planktonic phase was monitored by using a 118 

calibrated pH meter. The adhered phase was also recovered after two washing steps by 119 

adding 1 ml of PBS and scraping with a sterile pipette tip. The number of viable cells in 120 

the biofilm was then determined by serial dilutions followed by plating. In both phases 121 

(planktonic and biofilm), the number of free phages and infectious phage particles 122 

stored inside cells (cell-associated phages) was determined as previously described (29). 123 

Briefly, all samples were centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 3 min. To estimate the number of 124 

free viral particles, the supernatant was then filtered (0.45 μm; VWR, Spain) and titrated 125 

as described above. In turn, the pellets were resuspended in 500 μl of PBS and cells 126 

were lysed by adding 50 μl of chloroform in order to release the phage particles. Next, 127 

samples were vortexed for 30 seconds and subsequently centrifuged to remove the cell 128 

debris. The supernatant was then filtered and used to estimate the number of cell-129 

associated phages by the double-layer technique.  130 

To estimate the eDNA content of the biofilm matrix, 24-hour biofilms were treated with 131 

1 ml of 200 μg/ml DNase I in activity buffer (150 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2) or buffer 132 

alone for 1 hour at 37ºC. After removal of this treatment, the total attached biomass was 133 

quantified by crystal violet staining as described previously (30). Comparison of 134 
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biomass data between DNase-treated wells and control wells allowed estimation of the 135 

biofilm eDNA content. To test the effect of the combination between DNase and phage 136 

RODI, 24-hour preformed biofilms were treated with 109 PFU/well of phiIPLA-RODI 137 

with or without DNase for 24 hours at 37 ºC. Afterwards, the number of viable cells and 138 

phage particles were determined by serial dilution, and total biomass was estimated by 139 

crystal violet staining. 140 

Reactivation of the lytic cycle 141 

Phage-infected biofilms were allowed to develop as described above using an initial 142 

phage titer of 10 PFU/well (MOI of 10-5). After incubation for 24 h at 37º C, the 143 

attached cells were harvested and re-suspended in 5 ml of fresh TSBG. This suspension 144 

was then incubated without shaking at 37º C and aliquots were taken at 0, 10, 30 and 45 145 

minutes. The number of free phages and cell-associated phage particles (those found 146 

inside unlysed infected cells) was determined as described above.  147 

Monitoring phage propagation under shaking conditions 148 

Overnight cultures of strain IPLA 1 were diluted to obtain a suspension containing 1 × 149 

106 CFU/ml in different media, namely TSBG, TSB-7 or TSB-6, and then combined 1:1 150 

with a phage dilution containing 10 PFU/ml prepared in the same growth media. These 151 

samples were subsequently incubated at 37ºC under shaking, and samples were taken at 152 

3 h, 5 h, 7 h and 24 h to determine the phage titer and pH as described above.   153 

Phage-host dynamics simulation model 154 

A computational framework in Python 3 was developed to simulate formation of a S. 155 

aureus biofilm in the well of a 12-well plate under different levels of phage pressure 156 

throughout a 24-hour period (for further details, please see Supplementary file 1). To do 157 
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that, the script recalculated every 30 minutes the environmental pH, as well as the size 158 

of three different populations in the biofilm and the planktonic phase: free phage 159 

particles, newly infected bacterial cells and uninfected susceptible cells. Several 160 

parameters (bacterial growth rates, phage propagation and pH-stability rates, and rate of 161 

pH decrease) were calculated from experimental data. To do that, the number of cells 162 

and free phage particles were determined at different time points for samples 163 

representing different starting infection levels (starting titers of 0, 1, 10, 100, 1000 and 164 

10000 corresponding to MOIs of 0, 10-6, 10-5, 10-4, 10-3 and 10-2). The data obtained in 165 

the uninfected samples was used to calculate the growth rate of the bacterial population, 166 

as well as the evolution of pH in the growth medium (Supplementary file 1, Fig. A and 167 

Fig. B). Additionally, phage propagation rates and phage pH-stability rates (the 168 

proportion of the phage population that survives at a given pH value) were determined 169 

based on the data obtained with an initial MOI of 10-5. Conversely, the probability of 170 

infection rates (defined as the number of infected cells per infective viral particle) at 171 

different growth stages were estimated computationally in order to maximize the 172 

goodness of fit of the model.  173 

Transcriptional analysis 174 

Samples from synchronized infection experiments, those in which most cells are 175 

simultaneously undergoing the lytic cycle, were obtained by growing bacterial cultures 176 

in TSBG with aeration up to an OD600 ~ 1.0 and then infecting them or not with phage 177 

phiIPLA-RODI (MOI 10). For RNA preparation, 0.5-ml samples were taken at 10 and 178 

20 min post-infection, before the onset of cell lysis. Prior to storage at -80 °C, these 179 

samples were pelleted at 10,000 × g for 3 min. 180 
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To obtain RNA from sessile cells, biofilms were developed for 3, 5, 7 or 24 hours 181 

without phage (MOI of 0) or by using different initial subinhibitory MOIs (ranging from 182 

10-5 to 1000) depending on the strain. After biofilm formation, the first step involved 183 

removing the planktonic phase and washing the attached cells with PBS. Then, cells 184 

were scraped from the well in 0.5 ml PBS mixed with 1 ml of RNA protect (Qiagen) 185 

and incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes, subsequently pelleted at 5,000 × g for 186 

10 min and further stored at -80 °C.  187 

After thawing the samples on ice, RNA purification and quality control were performed 188 

according to the protocol described previously (22). Transcriptional analysis was 189 

performed by RT-qPCR as described by Fernández et al. (22). Three biological 190 

replicates, each repeated in duplicate, were analyzed for each condition. Fold-changes 191 

were calculated according to the Ct method. The reference genes were ribosomal 16S 192 

rRNA for strains Newman and its derived rshsyn mutant, and rplD for all the other 193 

strains. Statistical analysis was performed by using a two-tailed Student’s t-test and P-194 

values < 0.05 were considered significant. 195 

Statistical analysis 196 

Unless otherwise indicated, all experiments were performed with three independent 197 

biological replicates, each in duplicate. Data were analyzed with one-way or two-way 198 

ANOVA and P-values < 0.05 were considered significant. 199 

Results and discussion 200 

Propagation of phiIPLA-RODI during S. aureus IPLA1 biofilm formation 201 

In previous work, we monitored total attached biomass and the evolution of bacterial 202 

cell counts in the planktonic phase and the biofilm of S. aureus IPLA1 cultures infected 203 
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with the strictly lytic phage phiIPLA-RODI at a low MOI (10-5), corresponding to an 204 

initial inoculum of 10 PFU/well and 106 CFU/well (22). After 24 hours of incubation, 205 

biomass in infected wells was significantly higher than in control samples. The number 206 

of cells in the biofilm and the planktonic phase were, respectively, 5 × 108 ± 2.65 × 108 207 

and 1.00 × 108 ± 9.17 × 107 CFU/well, and the total phage titer had increased up to 106 208 

PFU/well. Yet, there was no information regarding phage propagation dynamics 209 

throughout biofilm development to help understand how it relates to the increase in 210 

biomass. Here, we set out to examine phage titer evolution during biofilm formation. 211 

 The data obtained in these experiments revealed a gradual increase in the total phage 212 

titer in the biofilm from the starting inoculum to ~104, ~106 and ~108 PFU/well at 3, 5 213 

and 7 h of incubation, respectively (Fig. 1A). Afterwards, the phage titer declined 214 

drastically, being ~5 x 105 PFU/ml at the 24-hour time point. During most of the 215 

development, the number of free and cell-associated phages was quite similar. However, 216 

in 24-h biofilms, most phages were stored inside cells. These assembled phage particles 217 

might indicate the presence of infected cells in which the lytic cycle paused just before 218 

cell lysis. It is known that phage multiplication comes to a halt when the bacterial 219 

population enters stationary phase (31). These “hibernation mode”, in which the viruses 220 

are stored inside the cells at different developmental stages, will last until more 221 

nutrients allow the lytic cycle to resume.  222 

Phage propagation in the planktonic phase followed the same trend (Fig. 1A). In this 223 

case, the number of free phages and cell-associated phages was similar at 3, 5 and 24 224 

hours of development, while free phages represented most of the population at 7 hours. 225 

The greater abundance of free phages compared to cell-associated phages at 7 hours 226 

post-infection may indicate that phage propagation is slowing down as the bacterial 227 

population approaches stationary phase. It is worth noting that phage propagation was 228 
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slower in the biofilm than in the planktonic phase, which is in good agreement with the 229 

idea that structured environments delay phage propagation (8). Additionally, it appears 230 

that the biofilm has a protective effect from phage decay, as most particles were 231 

“hidden” inside sessile cells at 24 hours of development. One possible explanation for 232 

this would be that the latency period of phiIPLA-RODI is longer in the biofilm than in 233 

the planktonic phase. Nonetheless, this hypothesis would have to be experimentally 234 

confirmed in a subsequent study. Overall, these results show that, after successful 235 

propagation during biofilm development, there is a substantial loss of active phage 236 

particles between 7 and 24 hours of incubation. 237 

Phage inactivation is likely due to acidification of the extracellular milieu by 238 

bacterial metabolism end products 239 

After observing the existence of phage inactivation during biofilm formation, we sought 240 

to determine the mechanism behind this phenomenon. One possible explanation for the 241 

decrease in free phages might be that phage DNA entered the cytoplasm of infected 242 

cells, thereby decreasing the number of infective particles in the culture, but could not 243 

proceed with the lytic cycle due to bacterial growth arrest or an adverse metabolic state. 244 

To test this hypothesis, we followed the release of phage particles (due to completion of 245 

the lytic cycle) upon resuspension of mature biofilm cells in fresh medium. The number 246 

of free phages and preformed virions stored inside cells was estimated at different time 247 

points throughout 45 minutes of incubation, which is approximately the duration of the 248 

phiIPLA-RODI lytic cycle (23). At the beginning of the experiment, the number of free 249 

phages was 2.18 × 104 ± 1.24 × 104 PFU/well, while the number of preformed virions 250 

inside cells was 1.19 × 105 ± 8.00 × 104 PFU/well (Fig. 1B). However, after 45 minutes, 251 

the number of free and cell-associated phage particles increased up to 1.77 × 106 ± 8.69 252 

× 105 and 4.81 × 105 ± 3.72 × 105 PFU/well, respectively. At this time point, any 253 
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previously infected cell should have completed the lytic cycle and released the viral 254 

progeny. However, the number of phage particles is still much lower than 1 × 108 255 

PFU/well, the phage titer present in the 7-hour biofilms, that is, before the start of phage 256 

decay. Therefore, it does not appear likely that halted lytic cycles are the only 257 

explanation for the sharp reduction in viral particles.  258 

An alternative explanation for the decrease in phage titer might be the selection of 259 

resistant mutants that can no longer support phage propagation. However, previous data 260 

indicated that cells in the phage-infected biofilms remained susceptible to phiIPLA-261 

RODI (22). 262 

Next, we explored the potential inactivation of phage particles by pH. González-263 

Menéndez et al. (32) had already shown that phiIPLA-RODI stability was lost after one 264 

hour at a pH of 4.5. In S. aureus, glucose catabolism produces acetate, which gradually 265 

lowers the pH. During biofilm formation in TSBG, the pH dropped from 7 to 266 

approximately 4.75 (Fig. 1C). A 2-h incubation of phage phiIPLA-RODI in TSB at 267 

different pH values (7, 6, 5, 4.75 and 4.5) demonstrated phage inactivation at pH ≤ 5 268 

(Fig. 1D). Thus, the number of active phage particles after incubation at pH values of 5 269 

and 4.75 had decreased by 0.70 and 2.93 log units, respectively (Fig. 1D). As expected, 270 

a pH of 4.5 inactivated the phage below the detection level of 100 PFU/ml (Fig. 1D). 271 

Perhaps, instability of the phage particle is related to the fact that the major capsid 272 

protein has an isoelectric point of 5.24 according to the program Protein Calculator v3.4 273 

(http:// protcalc.sourceforge.net/). Thus, when pH decreases below this point, this 274 

protein would go from having a negative charge to having a net positive charge. An 275 

acidic pH may also lead to phage inactivation by promoting precipitation or aggregation 276 

of the viral particles, as has been observed in other phages (33, 34). Interestingly, 277 
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Langlet et al. (34) observed aggregation of phage MS2 when the pH was less than or 278 

equal to its isoelectric point. 279 

To further confirm the impact of pH on the final phage titer during biofilm 280 

development, biofilms infected with phiIPLA-RODI (starting MOI = 10-5) were also 281 

grown in TSB-7 (TSB with a pH of ~ 7). In this medium, pH never went below 5.9 and, 282 

after reaching that value, it started increasing up to approximately 6.2 (Figure 2A). This 283 

was likely due to glucose exhaustion and subsequent use of acetate as an energy source. 284 

Under these conditions, there was no net decrease in the number of free phage particles 285 

between 7 and 24 hours of incubation neither in the biofilm (Figure 2B), nor in the 286 

planktonic phase (Figure 2C). The effect of phage infection in TSB-7 on the bacterial 287 

population was also examined. The average number of viable cells in the mature 24-h 288 

biofilm was 2.77 × 108 ± 1.37 × 108, which is significantly lower than 7.28 × 108 ± 1.30 289 

× 108, the cell counts determined in infected biofilms grown in parallel in TSBG (two-290 

tailed t-test, p-value=0.014). The difference was also significant in the planktonic phase, 291 

where the respective cell counts in TSBG and TSB-7 were 1.13 × 108 ± 3.29 × 107 and 292 

1.67 × 107 ± 3.51 × 106, respectively (two-tailed t-test, p-value=0.036). All these 293 

findings seem to indicate that acidification of the extracellular environment by 294 

accumulation of bacteria-produced acetate is probably the factor behind phage decay. In 295 

turn, phage inactivation appears to have a positive impact on the survival of the host 296 

population.  297 

In order to establish whether phage decay due to pH was specific to biofilms, phage 298 

propagation and decay was monitored in a well-mixed environment in two different 299 

media: TSBG and TSB-7. In TSBG, we observed a gradual increase in the number of 300 

free phages up to the 7 hour time point (Fig. S1). Then, similarly to the results obtained 301 

in the biofilm experiments, there was a significant decrease in the phage titer (0.51±0.11 302 
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logarithmic units) (Fig. S1). In parallel to this reduction, the pH of the medium declined 303 

from 5.93±0.02 to 5.22±0.16. Under these conditions, phage decay was clearly not as 304 

dramatic as during biofilm development. This can be explained by the lesser 305 

acidification of the growth medium under constant shaking compared to static 306 

incubation. In contrast to these results, there was no significant phage inactivation 307 

between 7 and 24 hours when cultures were grown in TSB-7, in which pH only 308 

decreased from 6.39±0.08 to 6.21±0.05 (Fig. S1). This is in good agreement with the 309 

data obtained in the phage inactivation assays, in which no decay was observed when 310 

pH ≥6. Therefore, it does appear that the correlation between environmental pH and 311 

phage decay also applies in well-mixed populations, although the greater acidification 312 

displayed during biofilm development seems to enhance this effect. 313 

The evolution of pH during biofilm development affects the outcome of phiIPLA-314 

RODI predation 315 

Once established that pH was likely responsible for phage inactivation, we tried to 316 

better understand how changes in this parameter affect the interplay between phiIPLA-317 

RODI and S. aureus cells during biofilm development. With this in mind, a numerical 318 

simulation model was built to mimic the development of the phage and bacterial 319 

populations depending on the environmental pH (Supplementary file 1). Importantly, 320 

phage inactivation was modelled as a function of pH (Supplementary file 1). Once 321 

established all the data-derived parameters, the model was optimized for the best 322 

probability of infection values at different time points for the biofilm and the planktonic 323 

phase. When using the optimal probability of infection values, the goodness of fit for all 324 

conditions tested was > 0.75 (Fig. S2).  325 
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In the simulation, the starting and final pH values were set at 7.0 and 4.75, respectively. 326 

Throughout the different steps of the model, pH decreases gradually with bacterial 327 

growth. However, due to the deleterious effect of phage predation on bacterial growth, 328 

the minimum pH of 4.75 was only observed in the uninfected control, closely followed 329 

by 4.95, the final pH achieved with 1 or 10 PFU/well. In turn, infection with 100, 1000 330 

or 10000 PFU/well resulted in final pH values of 5.54, 5.82 and 6.45, respectively. As 331 

phage inactivation was set to start at values below 5.55, pH-mediated inactivation of 332 

phiIPLA-RODI would only be a factor at the lowest starting phage concentrations (1, 10 333 

and 100 PFU/well). In order to determine how much the final pH would affect infection 334 

dynamics, the model was run setting the lowest pH value at 5.9, 5.5, 5.0 and 4.75 with 335 

starting titers of 10 and 100 PFU/well (MOIs: 10-5 and 10-4). These conditions would 336 

mimic, for example, small differences in the availability of glucose in the growth 337 

medium. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the most obvious change in both the biofilm and the 338 

planktonic phase at both starting MOIs is the increase in the final phage titer with higher 339 

pH values due to a lesser phage inactivation (Fig. 3). Indeed, the total phage titer 340 

(planktonic and biofilm) with an initial inoculum of 10 PFU/well was 1.15×106,  341 

1.26×107, 7.90×108 and 7.32×109 for final pH values of 4.75, 5.0, 5.5 and 5.9, 342 

respectively. In turn, the total phage for a starting inoculum of 100 PFU/well was 343 

8.36×109 and 7.32×1010 for pH values ≤ 5.5 and 5.9, respectively. Looking more closely 344 

at the graphs, it is also apparent that pH affects bacterial population survival. For 345 

instance, when the starting phage titer was 10, no decrease in the biofilm cell population 346 

was observed at final pH values of 4.75, 5.0 and 5.5, but a slight decrease in the number 347 

of viable uninfected cells was predicted if the pH remained over 5.9. At the same 348 

starting titer, phage predation marginally reduced the number of cells in the planktonic 349 

phase at all pH values, although an even greater impact was observed in the absence of 350 
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phage inactivation at a pH of 5.9. When the model was run with a starting phage titer of 351 

100 PFU/well, the most notable changes were observed for the biofilm population. In 352 

turn, the outcome in the planktonic phase was independent of the final pH due to the 353 

elimination of susceptible uninfected cells prior to the outset of phage inactivation. 354 

Surface-attached susceptible cells, however, were only eradicated when the final pH 355 

was set at 5.9.  356 

Besides the final pH value, another factor that would have an impact on phage infection 357 

outcome would be the timing of phage inactivation start in relation to biofilm 358 

development dynamics. To examine this possibility, the model was run with a starting 359 

pH of 6 and a final pH of 5 without changing any other parameters. With a lower intial 360 

pH, it would be expected to reach values that lead to phage inactivation at an earlier 361 

time point. The results obtained under these conditions showed that, for a starting titer 362 

of 10 PFU/well, phage inactivation started approximately 360 minutes after inoculation 363 

(Fig. 4). In contrast, phage inactivation did not begin until approximately 480 minutes 364 

of incubation when the initial pH was 7 (Fig. 3). As a result of this difference, with a 365 

lower initial pH, the starting phage titer necessary to eliminate the susceptible bacterial 366 

population in both phases (biofilm and planktonic phase) was 105 PFU/well (Fig. 4) 367 

instead of 1000 PFU/well, as was predicted for an initial pH of 7 (Fig. S2). That said, 368 

the model predicted that bacteria in the planktonic phase could be killed with a lower 369 

titer (1000 PFU/well) even when the starting pH was 6 (Fig. 4), suggesting that cells in 370 

the biofilm might, to some extent, be protected from viral attack. Next, we examined 371 

experimentally whether biofilm development in TSB medium adjusted at a pH of 6 372 

(TSB-6) had an impact in bacterial survival to a viral challenge. The results of these 373 

assays showed that inhibition of visible bacterial growth in TSB-6 required an initial 374 

phage titer of 106 PFU/well, thereby reflecting the trend predicted by the model (data 375 
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not shown). Nonetheless, it must be taken into account that this prediction did not 376 

consider that a more acidic pH during early growth stages might affect the bacterial 377 

growth rate or the probability of infection (for instance, by altering the number of phage 378 

receptors on the cell surface). These additional factors may, at least to some extent, 379 

explain the difference between the model and the experimental data, and deserve to be 380 

explored in a subsequent study. Overall, all these results indicate that both the timing 381 

and the degree of phage inactivation by pH might have an impact on bacterial 382 

population survival. 383 

A mildly acidic pH is required for the development of phage-promoted eDNA-384 

enriched biofilms 385 

Our subsequent objective was to determine whether pH also had an effect on the 386 

development of the DNA-rich phenotype displayed upon low-level phage infection. As 387 

is mentioned above, infection with a starting phage number of 10 PFU/well led to 388 

greater killing in TSB-7 than in TSBG. Additionally, upon infection by phiIPLA-RODI, 389 

the total biofilm biomass decreased in TSB-7 while it increased in TSBG (Fig. 5A). In 390 

contrast, when biofilms were formed in TSB-6 certain concentrations of phage did lead 391 

to a biofilm increase (Fig. 5A). Nonetheless, an inoculum of 104 PFU/well was 392 

necessary to observe this phenotype, as opposed to the 10 PFU/well that promoted 393 

biofilm accumulation in TSBG. This correlates with the fact that a higher initial MOI is 394 

required to achieve growth inhibition in this medium, as is mentioned above. Indeed, 395 

Fernández et al. (22) had already observed that a higher initial phage titer was necessary 396 

to promote biofilm development in strain IPLA15, which was less susceptible to 397 

phiIPLA-RODI than IPLA1. Altogether, these results suggest that two key conditions 398 

are required for the formation of eDNA-rich biofilms in these two strains, namely a 399 

mildly acidic environment and phage infection of a fraction of the bacterial population. 400 
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It has been well established that biofilm formation in S. aureus is favored at pH values 401 

around 5, as mildly acidic conditions favor electrostatic interactions between the 402 

negatively-charged cell surface, positively-charged moonlighting cytoplasmic proteins 403 

and the negatively-charged eDNA (35, 36). It is possible that some strains do not 404 

release sufficient cytoplasmic proteins and/or DNA to form the extracellular matrix, and 405 

may benefit when these molecules are released through partial cell lysis of the 406 

population by phage predation. Considering the data described above, it becomes 407 

apparent the importance of ensuring that pH does not go below 5 when using phage 408 

phiIPLA-RODI, and potentially other pH-sensitive phages, to treat S. aureus biofilms. 409 

However, if it is necessary to use this phage in acidic environments, the phage 410 

preparation could be supplemented with DNAse. Indeed, treatment of preformed 411 

biofilms with 109 PFU/well of phiIPLA/RODI supplemented with DNAse I prevented 412 

the increase in biomass observed during treatment with the phage alone (Fig. 5B). 413 

Furthermore, there was a reduction in viable cell counts in the attached phase compared 414 

to an untreated sample despite the existence of phage inactivation (Fig. S3). This 415 

phenomenon is probably linked to increased biofilm dispersion through degradation of 416 

the matrix by the enzyme. These results are relevant in the context of phage therapeutic 417 

applications. Indeed, it seems to be important to establish whether the pH in a given 418 

environment is mildly acidic prior to phage administration and, if that is the case, 419 

DNases could be used in combination with the phage to prevent increased biofilm 420 

formation.  421 

The transcriptome of infected biofilms varies depending on the pH 422 

Besides altering biofilm composition, development under low phage predation in TSBG 423 

also led to changes in the transcriptome (22). Here, we sought to study the underlying 424 

causes of this phenomenon. In order to do that, we selected five genes that exhibited 425 
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phage-related dysregulation in 24-hour IPLA1 biofilms, and analyzed their expression 426 

under different conditions involving phage infection (Table 2). These genes were 427 

interesting for different reasons. For example, rsh, encoding a bifunctional (p)ppGpp 428 

synthase and hydrolase, was chosen as an indicator of activation of the stringent 429 

response, which has been known to participate in biofilm formation. In turn, clpC, an 430 

ATP-binding subunit of the ATP-dependent Clp protease, was selected because we 431 

observed downregulation of multiple clp protease genes, which are known to exert 432 

regulatory roles in diverse cellular processes. The major autolysin-encoding gene, atlA, 433 

and icaA, which participates in the synthesis of extracellular polysaccharide, were 434 

analyzed because of their participation in biofilm formation. Indeed, eDNA release due 435 

to activity of AtlA is very important, at least in early biofilm stages. Finally, crtP, one 436 

of the genes involved in the production of the carotenoid pigment staphyloxanthin, 437 

indicates activation of the sigma B regulon, which plays a role under different stress 438 

conditions, including biofilm formation. In 24-h biofilms formed in TSBG, four of these 439 

genes (rsh, atl, crtP and icaA) were upregulated during infection with phage phiIPLA-440 

RODI, whereas clpC was downregulated (Table 2). 441 

First, we analyzed whether the expression of these genes changes as a result of phage 442 

replication inside the host cells. To do that, it is important to synchronize the lytic cycle 443 

in practically all the cells in the population by using an MOI that leads to complete lysis 444 

of the culture within one lytic cycle, which is more easily achieved by infecting a liquid 445 

culture rather than a biofilm. In the case of phiIPLA-RODI, this process has been 446 

estimated to take approximately 50 minutes (15), and was attained by infecting the 447 

bacterial culture with an MOI of 10 (Figure S4). Under these experimental conditions 448 

lysis started after 20 minutes of incubation. Therefore, samples for transcriptional 449 

analysis were taken at 10 minutes (time point 1) and 20 minutes (time point 2) after 450 
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infection start and compared to a non-infected control. The results obtained in this 451 

experiment indicated that expression of all the analyzed genes, except icaA, was 452 

significantly lower in phage-infected samples at both time points (Table 2). Therefore, it 453 

is clear that the host genes do exhibit changes in the transcriptome during infection by 454 

phiIPLA-RODI, although they do not resemble those previously observed in infected 455 

biofilms. 456 

Next, we examined gene expression trends in 24-hour phage-infected biofilms grown in 457 

TSB-7 instead of TSBG to assess the influence of pH on the transcriptional pattern of 458 

infected biofilms. We found that infected biofilm cells grown in TSB-7 displayed a 459 

lower expression of rsh, clpC, atl and crtP, but not icaA, compared to the uninfected 460 

samples (Table 2). These results are very similar to the ones observed during 461 

synchronized infection (Table 2). Therefore, it is plausible that they reflect the 462 

predominance of infected cells in the biofilm. Indeed, the data presented above suggest 463 

that the biofilms formed in TSB-7 contain a higher number of phage-infected cells than 464 

those developed in TSBG, which actually seems likely given the viable cell count data 465 

presented above (Fig. 2). Nonetheless, we cannot discard the possibility that the 466 

transcriptome of phage-infected cells varies depending on environmental pH. However, 467 

carrying out a synchronized infection experiment at a low pH is challenging due to 468 

phage inactivation under these conditions, which would make it necessary to use a very 469 

high MOI. Overall, with the available information, it seems that the transcriptional 470 

pattern displayed by phage-infected biofilms does not appear to be associated to the 471 

development of the lytic cycle in infected cells, and vary depending on the final pH of 472 

the growth medium. 473 

The transcriptional pattern of phage-infected biofilms is linked to the changes in 474 

structure and composition 475 
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The data presented above suggest that the transcriptional differences observed in TSBG-476 

grown phage-infected mature biofilms may not be a direct result of the development of 477 

the lytic cycle inside the infected cells, although this remains to be demonstrated. With 478 

these results in mind, the next step was to determine if these changes had already started 479 

at an earlier time point during biofilm formation. To do that, gene expression of samples 480 

from biofilms infected with phiIPLA-RODI at an MOI of 10-5 were taken at different 481 

time points (3 h, 5 h and 7 h) and compared to those developed without phage pressure. 482 

We observed that there were no significant differences between infected and non-483 

infected biofilms at 3, 5 and 7 h of development (Table 2). Data obtained in a previous 484 

study had already shown that there were no significant differences regarding the amount 485 

of attached biomass between infected and uninfected samples at these three time points 486 

(22). Notably, the pH at these time points remained greater than or equal to 5.9, 487 

suggesting again the need for a lower pH to observe the phenotypic and transcriptional 488 

changes associated to phage infection of S. aureus IPLA1. 489 

Subsequently, we aimed to establish whether the gene expression trends of infected 490 

biofilms were linked to the increased biofilm phenotype. Previous work had shown that 491 

low-level infection of strains IPLA1 and IPLA15 led to a greater amount of attached 492 

biomass, which in IPLA1 was shown to be due to a greater eDNA content (22). Here, 493 

we assessed whether this was also the case for other three S. aureus strains: Newman, 494 

RN450 and ISP479r. Biofilms of these strains were formed without phage pressure or 495 

infected with a starting subinhibitory phage titer for transcriptional analysis (100 times 496 

below the lowest titer inhibiting bacterial growth). These titers were 103 PFU/well (MOI 497 

= 10-3), 104 PFU/well (MOI = 10-2), 104 PFU/well (MOI = 10-2) and 109 PFU/well (MOI 498 

= 1000) for strains ISP479r, Newman, IPLA15 and RN450, respectively. The results 499 

obtained indicated that there was no significant increase in biofilm formation for strains 500 
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RN450 or ISP479r at subinhibitory phage concentrations (Figure S5). Additionally, in 501 

these two strains there was a significant eDNA content in the matrix of both infected 502 

and non-infected biofilms, as they were all sensitive to DNAse treatment. In contrast, 503 

the phenotype of biofilms formed by strain Newman was more similar to those of 504 

IPLA1 and IPLA15 (Figure S5). Infected biofilms exhibited a greater amount of total 505 

biomass than their phage-free counterparts. Moreover, while the control biofilms were 506 

not affected by DNAse treatment, biofilms grown in the presence of phiIPLA-RODI 507 

were DNAse-sensitive, indicating that they had a significant eDNA content. Next, 508 

transcriptional analysis of these biofilms was performed by RT-qPCR. The results of 509 

these tests showed that, like IPLA1 (Table 2), both IPLA15 and Newman exhibited an 510 

upregulation of gene rsh in infected biofilms, and the latter also had a higher expression 511 

of the autolysin-encoding gene atl and staphyloxanthin biosynthesis gene crtP (Table 512 

2). However, neither strain displayed a dysregulation of genes clpC or icaA. By 513 

contrast, strain RN450 did not show any overlaps with the transcriptional trends 514 

observed in IPLA1 mature biofilms upon phage infection (Table 2). In strain ISP479, 515 

the only overlap was downregulation of clpC, but there was no significant change in the 516 

expression of rsh or atl, and genes crtP and icaA displayed the opposite trend to that 517 

observed in IPLA1 (Table 2). Overall, these findings show that a higher expression of 518 

rsh is linked to the display of a biofilm-architectural change involving an increase in 519 

DNA content as a result of phage infection under acidic conditions. In S. aureus, the 520 

product of rsh consists of two domains respectively involved in the synthesis and 521 

hydrolysis of the alarmone (p)ppGpp, which controls the stringent response (37). This 522 

result is interesting considering that a significant fraction of the genes dysregulated in 523 

phage-infected biofilms of strain IPLA1 were part of the stringent response (22). The 524 

regulatory cascade activated by (p)ppGpp is known to participate in biofilm 525 
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development in different microorganisms. For example, Vibrio cholerae stringent 526 

response mutants exhibited a lesser ability to form biofilms than the wild-type strain 527 

(26). The stringent response regulator DksA played a major role in biofilm formation of 528 

Salmonella Typhimurium (38), whereas accumulation of inorganic polyphosphate 529 

inhibited biofilm formation in Mycobacterium tuberculosis (39). In Pseudomonas 530 

putida, the stringent response leads to biofilm dispersal (40). Therefore, it is possible 531 

that this response also contributes to biofilm regulation in S. aureus, although its precise 532 

role is yet to be defined. Altogether, it seems that the distinct transcriptome of phage-533 

infected biofilms of some S. aureus strains, in particular the activation of the stringent 534 

response, go together with the development of enhanced DNA-enriched biofilms. 535 

Mutation of rsh partially impairs phage-promoted increase in biofilm formation 536 

Taking into account the data presented above, we sought to determine whether 537 

(p)ppGpp synthesis mediated by this protein participated in the observed biofilm 538 

phenotype. To do that, we used a mutant derived from strain Newman, previously 539 

obtained by Geiger et al. (39), carrying a deletion in the synthase domain, while 540 

retaining the essential hydrolase activity. First, we compared phage susceptibility of the 541 

mutant strain with that of the wild type. Our results showed that visible growth 542 

inhibition was achieved with the same phage titer for both strains, that is, 107 PFU/ml. 543 

However, low-level predation by phage phiIPLA-RODI did not lead to as much 544 

biomass induction as in the wild-type with some of the concentrations tested (Figure 545 

5C). Moreover, enhancement of biofilm formation by the phage in a complemented 546 

strain was similar to that observed in the wild type, as no significant difference in total 547 

biomass was observed between these two strains at any phage concentration (Figure 548 

5C). Next, RT-qPCR analysis showed that the rshsyn mutant did not display a significant 549 

upregulation of genes rsh, atl and crtP observed in the Newman wild type (Table 2, Fig. 550 
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6). Therefore, it is possible that activation of the stringent response is involved in 551 

upregulation of these genes. Altogether, these results suggest that the increased DNA 552 

content in the wild type may not be due exclusively to cell debris released by phage 553 

lysis, but also to partial lysis of the population through other mechanisms like autolysis. 554 

Previous studies had shown that different staphylococcal proteins with autolytic 555 

activity, AtlA and Sle1, participate in biofilm formation by contributing to the 556 

accumulation of eDNA in the extracellular matrix (41, 42).  557 

 558 

Concluding remarks 559 

Some of the preferred niches of S. aureus, including human skin, have a mildly acidic 560 

pH, which favors biofilm formation in this opportunistic pathogen. However, a low pH 561 

is not enough for many strains, which seem to be poor biofilm formers under in vitro 562 

conditions. Yet, our results suggest that this may not necessarily be the case in their 563 

natural environment. Indeed, partial lysis of the population due to phage infection seems 564 

to allow the survivors to form stable and strong DNA-rich biofilms by providing 565 

additional extracellular material. Moreover, these changes in biofilm structure and 566 

composition alter the population transcriptional profile. This population reprogramming 567 

also appears to contribute to biomass accumulation, presumably through a mechanism 568 

that relies on activation of the stringent response. Nonetheless, further work should 569 

confirm this link and unearth the specific mechanisms involved. At the same time, 570 

development in a mildly acidic environment contributes to phage-host coexistence 571 

through partial inactivation of the phage population. This would, in turn, keep bacterial 572 

killing under control and prevent extinction of the host population. It must be noted, 573 

however, that this phenomenon is not desirable in the context of phage therapy. Indeed, 574 
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it seems that use of phiIPLA-RODI, and perhaps other staphylococcal phages, in mildly 575 

acidic environments like the human skin would require adding a pH-raising agent or 576 

DNAse to prevent increased biofilm development. Overall, environmental pH can 577 

modulate the ability of a bacterial population to thrive by fine-tuning the effects of 578 

phage attack in a way that ultimately benefits both the phage and the host, and by 579 

contributing to enhanced biofilm formation. 580 
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Table 1. S. aureus strains used in this study 723 

Strain Description Reference 
IPLA1 Dairy industry surface 43 

IPLA15 Meat industry surface 43 

RN450 Derivative of strain NCTC8325 44 

ISP479r Derivative of strain NCTC8325 45 

Newman Wild type 46 

rshsyn (Newman-86)  
Newman with deletion of 

nucleotides 942 to 950 of rsh 
gene 

37 

compl (Newman-86-199) 
rshsyn complementated with full-

length rsh 
47 

 724 

  725 
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Table 2. Gene expression changes associated to phage infection of S. aureus cultures under different conditions 726 

Conditions Genes*
 rsh clpC atl crtP icaA 

IPLA1-Biofilm TSBG 24 h (MOI: 10-5 vs MOI: 0) 33.9±17.2 -5.0±1.0 31.9±18.8 25.6±14.8 4.1±0.7 

IPLA1-Sync. inf. TSB-7 10 min (MOI: 10 vs MOI: 0) -16.8±8.1# -10.7±7.1# -6.4±2.1# -3.9±1.6# -3.5±2.3 

IPLA1-Sync. inf. TSB-7 20 min (MOI: 10 vs MOI: 0) -54.3±40.5# -18.0±12.2# -12.4±1.6# -43.6±2.1# -4.3±2.3 

IPLA1-Biofilm TSB-7 (MOI: 10-5 vs MOI: 0) -1.7±0.2# -4.2±1.0# -7.1±0.9# -1.7±0.3# 1.1±0.5 

IPLA1-Biofilm TSBG 3h (MOI:10-5 vs MOI: 0) -1.9±1.3 1.1±1.2 -2.6±1.5 -1.7±0.9 1.6±1.0 

IPLA1-Biofilm TSBG 5h (MOI:10-5 vs MOI: 0) -1.5±0.5 -1.8±0.4 1.0±0.1 -1.7±0.5 1.0±0.4 

IPLA1-Biofilm TSBG 7h (MOI:10-5 vs MOI: 0) -1.3±0.2 -2.0±0.3 1.1±0.3 -2.4±1.9 -2.1±0.5 

IPLA15-Biofilm TSBG 24h (MOI:0.01 vs MOI: 0) 2.9±0.9# 0.9±0.3 1.1±0.4 1.1±0.1 1.2±0.2 

RN450-Biofilm TSBG 24h (MOI:1000 vs MOI: 0) -1.2±0.1 -1.2±0.3 -1.6±0.4 1.6±0.4 1.2±0.1 

ISP479r-Biofilm TSBG 24h (MOI:0.001 vs MOI: 0) -1.8±0.7 -2.3±0.5# 1.1±0.2 -2.9±0.6# -2.3±0.4# 

Newman-Biofilm TSBG 24h (MOI:0.01 vs MOI: 0) 31.4±0.94.1# 1.0±0.1 26.8±4.1# 10.4±7.1# 1.6±0.7 

rshsyn-Biofilm TSBG24h (MOI:0.01 vs MOI: 0) 2.4±2.4 -1.7±1.0 2.9±2.7 2.4±1.9 -9.1±7.8 

* atl (bifunctional autolysin AtlA), rsh (bifunctional (p)ppGpp synthase and hydrolase), clpC (ATP-binding subunit of ATP-dependent Clp protease), 727 
crtP (diapolycopene oxygenase involved in staphyloxanthin synthesis) and icaA (poly-β-1,6-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine synthase/exopolysaccharide 728 
synthesis). # p-value < 0.05; cells in grey correspond to overlaps with the dysregulation observed in infected 24-h biofilms grown in TSBG; Sync. inf. 729 
stands for synchronized infection. 730 
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Figure legends 731 

Fig. 1. Analysis of the propagation and inactivation of bacteriophage phiIPLA-RODI 732 

during biofilm development of S. aureus IPLA1 and the potential role of pH in phage 733 

inactivation. A) Number of free (white and light grey) and cell-associated (striped and 734 

dark grey columns) phage particles in the biofilm (light grey and dark grey columns) 735 

and the planktonic phase (white and striped columns) at different time points during 736 

biofilm development in the presence of an initial inoculum of 10 PFU/well and 106 737 

CFU/well. B) Reactivation of the lytic cycle in mature biofilm cells infected with 738 

phiIPLA-RODI re-suspended in fresh medium and incubated at 37ºC for 45 minutes. 739 

The number of free (squares) and cell-associated (circles) phage particles was estimated 740 

at different time points throughout incubation. The dotted line has been added only as a 741 

guide and does not represent true data points. C) pH evolution in the growth medium 742 

during development of S. aureus IPLA 1 biofilms in TSBG. D) Phage titer after 743 

incubation of phiIPLA-RODI in TSB medium at different pH values for 2 h at 37ºC. 744 

The graphs represent the means and standard deviation of three independent biological 745 

replicates (averaged from two technical duplicates). Statistical analysis was performed 746 

with a one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison.* P-value <0.05 747 

  748 

Fig. 2. Biofilm development under predation with an initial MOI of 10-5 of phage 749 

phiIPLA-RODI (10 PFU/well) in TSB-7 for 24 hours at 37ºC. A) The pH of the 750 

planktonic phase was monitored throughout the incubation period. B and C) Number of 751 

viable cells () and phage titer () in the biofilm (B) or the planktonic phase (C) 752 

during development. The results represent the average and standard deviation of three 753 

independent repeats. 754 

 755 
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Fig. 3. Output of the optimized phiIPLA-RODI infection model for different starting 756 

phage concentrations (10 PFU/well and 100 PFU/well) in the biofilm and the planktonic 757 

phase when the lowest possible pH value was set at 4.75, 5.0, 5.5 or 5.9. The starting 758 

number of cells was always set at 106 CFU/well, and the initial pH was set at 7. The 759 

bacterial and phage populations are represented by a discontinuous line and a 760 

continuous line, respectively. The vertical dotted lines indicate the point right before the 761 

start of phage inactivation, that is, before the pH goes below 5.55. 762 

 763 

Fig. 4. Output of the optimized phiIPLA-RODI infection model for different starting 764 

phage concentrations (10, 100, 1000, 104 and 105 PFU/well) in the biofilm and the 765 

planktonic phase when the starting pH value was set at 6 and the lowest pH value 766 

reached during growth was set at 5. The starting number of cells was always set at 106 767 

CFU/well. The bacterial and phage populations are represented by a discontinuous line 768 

and a continuous line, respectively. 769 

 770 

Fig. 5. Impact of phage predation on biofilm formation and elimination of S. aureus. 771 

Total biomass was determined by crystal violet staining by reading absorbance at 595 772 

nm. A) Biofilm formation of S. aureus IPLA 1 in different media (TSBG, TSB-7 and 773 

TSB-6, respectively represented by white, light grey and dark grey bars) and infected 774 

with different starting concentrations of phage phiIPLA-RODI. Biofilms were allowed 775 

to develop for 24 hours and then were stained with crystal violet. For each medium, 776 

biomass of the treated samples was compared to that of the control. B) IPLA 1 biofilms 777 

were formed in TSBG for 24 h at 37ºC and then treated for another 24 h with 109 778 

PFU/well of phage phiIPLA-RODI with or without 100 μg/ml DNAse I. Biomass of the 779 

treated samples was then compared to that of the control. C) Effect of rsh mutation on 780 
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biofilm formation for 24 h at 37ºC of S. aureus Newman in the presence of increasing 781 

initial titers of bacteriophage phiIPLA-RODI. Dark grey and white bars represent the 782 

wild-type Newman strain and the rshsyn mutant strain, respectively. Light grey bars 783 

correspond to the complemented rsh strain. For each strain, biomass of the treated 784 

samples was compared to that of the control. Also, for each phage concentration, 785 

biomass of the wild-type was compared to that of the other two strains. All graphs 786 

represent the means and standard deviation of three independent biological replicates 787 

(averaged from two technical duplicates). Statistical analysis was performed with a one-788 

way (A and B) or two-way (C) ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison.*, 789 

p < 0.05 790 

  791 

Fig. 6. Schematic summary of the effect of phiIPLA-RODI infection on S. aureus gene 792 

expression under different conditions. A) Biofilms formed by strain IPLA1 in TSB-7 or 793 

TSBG at different time points. Asterisks represent the number of S. aureus strains that 794 

exhibited the same transcriptional trends as strain IPLA1 (black: strain showing biomass 795 

increase under phage predation; red: strain not showing biofilm increase under phage 796 

predation). B) Synchronized phage infection in a liquid culture. C) 24-hour biofilms 797 

formed by strain Newman and its derived rsh mutant in TSBG.  798 

 799 

 800 
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